PCT Applications Quote Request
I am requesting a quote for work on 7 already submitted PCT applications.
The PCT application titles and numbers are:
1. Magnetic Repulsion Motor & Generator (PCT/US2018/038208)
2. Leverage Motor and Generator (PCT/US2018/038217)
3. Gravity Motor and Generator (PCT/US2018/038191)
4. Buoyancy Motor and Generator (PCT/US18/38233)
5. Simplified Development of Computer Applications (PCT/US2018/038377)
6. Separation and Playback of Audio Components (PCT/US2018/038528)
7. Content Monetization and Development (PCT/US2018/038369)
The provisional patent applications for the first four patents, which are probably
99% identical to the submitted PCT applications, are freely available on the
homepage of bannonmaher.com. I have also downloaded PDFs of all PCT
application correspondence from the USPTO which is available in a zip archive
upon request.
I am requesting quotes for all work when ensuring approval with the USPTO, as
well as for ensuring approval in approximately 17 countries and for the first 4
previously listed of the already filed PCT applications.
The earliest priority date for the applications in June 20th, 2017, and 30 months
from that date is January 20th, 2020, and no chances can be taken, so obviously
this work is very time sensitive. Please include an explanation of the time
required as well as the timing.
I want my patents to be approved immediately, and to be impervious to endless
attack with unlimited resources. The 4 most valuable PCT applications each
contain an invention that is a scientific breakthrough, however I wrote the claims
to be as broad as possible to have the patent office cite as much prior art as
possible to strengthen the patent, and as a result the claims were not approved as
is in an initial assessment by the patent office, so the claims for all these patents
need to be refined around citations of claimed prior art, while additional prior art

likely needs to be identified and written around to strengthen the claims. I’ve
reviewed the cited prior art, and none of it is relevant, however there is a
possibility the claims recited in the prior art could be claimed to have some
conflict with my claims as currently drafted.
Please provide a quote listing the individual costs for preparing all of the
necessary claims, prior art, and responses to office actions for each patent in the
United States, and in person claim negotiation with patent examiners if necessary.
I would like the costs (1) for you to prepare the documents for me to submit (2)
the price for you to submit everything, and (3) the price to follow up on additional
office actions. Please also include the number of applications you have previously
filed and had approved with each office, and if you are able and willing to accept
equity compensation or require cash.
The countries or regions where I would like quotes for the four energy and motor
system patents, are in the appended chart, which is in descending order of
importance based on market size and patent enforceability. This spreadsheet is
available with additional detail on the homepage of bannonmaher.com.

